
 

 

IIT Bhubaneswar begins new tutorial yr via on-line mode 
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Indian Institute of Know-how Bhubaneswar has commenced courses for the brand new tutorial 
yr via on-line mode for its on-roll college students in addition to the brand new postgraduate 
college students (MTech, MSc and PhD college students) amidst Covid-19 pandemic. 

All of the courses at the moment are being performed by dwell streaming with out the bodily 
presence of scholars within the campus, the institute mentioned in an announcement. 

“That’s, the current semester has began virtually on time, with solely a delay of three weeks in 
comparison with the traditional or non-pandemic scenario. The scholars can be dropped at the 
campus via an SOP because the scenario improves and permits,” it mentioned. 

Talking on the event, its Director Prof R V Raja Kumar mentioned, “We may begin the brand 
new tutorial yr on time and we at the moment are left with the one problem of commencing the 
courses for contemporary and 2020-21 batch of B Tech college students.” Noting that JEE 
Mains and JEE (Superior) examinations are scheduled for September, he mentioned the 
institute will be capable of admit the scholars, and start their courses after a few months and 
save the tutorial yr of the B Tech freshers. 



“It’s definitely possible to manage up with the pandemic and scale back the dangers by being 
acutely aware and by taking the precautions to offer proper alternatives for our youth,” the 
director mentioned. 

On the effectiveness of the net mode of schooling, Prof Kumar mentioned, “the pandemic 
compelled us to start out the brand new tutorial yr via on-line mode. It has some drawbacks 
and a few benefits too. Our endeavour must be to reduce the disadvantages and capitalize on 
the benefits. 

“At IIT Bhubaneswar I’ve personally addressed the school and suggested them to do efficient 
on-line educating, keep the ‘join’ and interplay by adopting one of the best practices, personal 
revolutionary practices and a few experimentation, within the on-line mode. Proper downside 
fixing assignments with suggestions to college students which might be carried out on-line is 
essential for participatory studying.” The hands-on for the laboratory half can be carried out as 
soon as the scholars return to the campus. However some concurrent on-line laboratory 
coaching too can be offered now itself alongside the speculation courses, in order that their 
studying will not be affected because of the delayed laboratory follow, he mentioned. 

Studying is a vital element of schooling and subsequently the position of a scholar, the primary 
stakeholder is essential for the success of the endeavour, the director mentioned. 

A scholar ought to concentrate on it that one must be entrepreneurial in arranging a tool and 
connectivity and likewise put the additional effort in making one’s studying from the net 
schooling efficient. The society can hope for this at this time juncture from the scholars of 
upper schooling, he mentioned. 

Dr Pravas R Sahu, Dean (Tutorial) mentioned IIT Bhubaneswar accomplished its schooling of 
the final tutorial yr with none compromises and well timed by dwell streaming of courses, 
conducting remaining laboratory courses and thesis work by on-line means, conducting typical 
examinations by creating and adopting a novel and really revolutionary on-line methodology 
for all of its college students, regardless of the Covid-19 pandemic.  
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